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Services
Capital Formation: Access to capital, including traditional equity and debt capital raises; crypto capital raises, such as 
governance token private placements; initial coin offerings; and asset/liability tokenization.
Financial Advisory: Broad range of financial advisory services to investors, traditionally incorporated corporations 
and DAOs; including activist defense, M&A advisory, divestitures, Newco formation for DAOs, fairness and 
solvency opinions, and valuations.
Governance Advisory/Token Recapitalization/Structural Transformation: Help DAOs restructure their governance 
tokens and also form LLC or C Corp entities to better transact in traditional markets. As token holders become more 
sophisticated and institutional, governance structures will be scrutinized more closely from a financial perspective.
Expert Witness & Litigation Support: Since crypto is a nascent space, many situations that arise in the future could 
have few legal precedents. We offer expert witness and litigation support services for situations marred in litigation.
Regulatory & Advisory: Regulation of cryptocurrency businesses is unsettled with potentially overlapping 
jurisdiction of a number of federal and state agencies. Assessing and addressing regulatory risk is a key challenge 
for cryptocurrency firms attempting to stay ahead of the curve. In conjunction with legal counsel, we can access its 
extensive experience in regulatory advisory to assist in developing and refining strategies for navigating the federal and 
state regulatory landscape.

Gordian Crypto Advisors LLC provides financial advisory, investment banking, regulatory 
knowledge, and expert witness services to businesses involved in the cryptocurrency space.
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Gordian Group is one of the nation’s leading independent investment 
banks focused on advising companies, boards of directors, private equity 

firms and shareholders facing challenging and/or distressed situations

Financial Restructurings and Reorganizations
Mergers & Acquisitions – Distressed; Complex; “Story”

Capital Markets
Board and Management Advisory

Complex Structured Finance
Matters Requiring Opinions and Expert Testimony
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950 Third Ave, 17th Floor • New York, NY • 10022

We offer expertise in:

Consistently rated a leading 
US financial restructuring firm by

Named “Boutique Investment Bank of the Year” 
for the seventh time in 2019

When boards and equity owners need specialized help… 
Gordian Group actually wrote the definitive books in our field


